
00:29:29 Kara ZumBahlen: Here is the article Debbi referred to: 
https://www.minnpost.com/politics-policy/2017/12/century-later-
minneapolis-failed-city-plan-still-resonates/
00:41:32 Debbie Koller: A very special place
00:41:34 lucy: this grand entrance will lead to grand goodies to 
view.  This bld and its object will knock you off your feet
00:41:56 Mark Kuno: Imposing, intimidating.
00:42:06 Tammy Ray: intimidating and cold
00:42:43 Debbie Koller: important place
00:42:45 Emily and Dan Shapiro: We are stepping out of the 
“ordinary” world into a “special” place.
00:42:49 Reid’s iPhone: imposing, appealing to an idea of authority 
or objectivity
00:43:18 Rob's iPhone: We get a lot of visitors that say they’ve 
seen the building for years & had no idea what it was. They think it’s 
a governmental building because they mimicked the Greek architecture 
like buildings in Washington DC
00:44:46 Kathryn Schwyzer: What about the lions?
00:48:59 Mark Kuno: street level
00:48:59 lucy: cleaner lines, clearly more "modern"
00:49:20 Kathryn Schwyzer: looks corporate
00:49:20 maryannwark: not clear there is art
00:50:04 Meg Ubel: Unless you look up!
00:51:22 maryannwark: also the desks to make sure you are “ok” to 
enter
00:58:03 maryannwark: You can see all the galleries.
00:58:20 Meg Ubel: higher ceilings
00:58:23 lucy: no natural light
00:58:51 Tammy Ray: more art, less architecture
01:01:32 Ginny Wheeler: when will we get our Jennifer Steinkamp back
01:02:39 Kathleen Steiger: stone used on the floors and ceiling 
from MN including fossils
01:02:57 Kara ZumBahlen: We do not have any firm date for its return. 
But everyone misses it!
01:03:20 Vicki Klaers: His choice of wood/ stain mimics the floor 
from the older section.
01:03:57 Meg Ubel: Use of wood looks more like Arts and Crafts
01:05:53 Debbie Koller: for the kids it is a gym space!
01:06:43 Vicki Klaers: Being circular feels embracing.
01:06:45 Rob's iPhone: If it’s not a school day, people have no idea 
that it’s even a museum, much less ours. It looks like an abandoned 
Nordstrom’s.
01:13:51 Rob's iPhone: Right off the bat, anyone in a wheelchair has 
to make 2- 90° turns as soon as they enter the Graves wing
01:15:17 Debbie Koller: this was great.  Thanks so much
01:15:21 Gail Wong: thank you Debbie!
01:15:29 Jennifer Orton: Thanks!
01:15:31 Tammy Ray: Thank you, Debbi
01:15:42 Margaret Zverinova: Thanks! Great presentation


